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“Analysing the physics and the natural flow of the game in combination with our central AI, detailed
gameplay changes, improvements and adjustments have been made to create a more player-driven
and instinctive football game,” said Albert Riera, Senior Producer. “This technology allows us to play
with our game world in a more organic and natural way, as if it were a real football match.” FIFA 20’s
Sportsball Engine was also improved with two new physics engines, plus a new haptic feedback
technology called SPM - Standard Player Motion. The SPM engine allows for detailed performance
capture for 22 player running and tackling and five times the stamina of FIFA 19. It will also be a part
of upcoming FIFA Ultimate Team updates. “The amount of data that we're feeding the engine now
allows us to do amazing things,” said David Rutter, Senior Producer. “We've got a lot more data to
play with than ever before.” Combining player-motion and player-skills data with the new SPM
engine, FIFA 22 now has new touches for players and the ball to feel even more realistic, from the
wind-up of a pass to the end-line collision with a player. The physics engine also causes players to
perform contact gestures when they get a touch on the ball, and players can react to contact in a
number of dynamic ways. Movement on the pitch will be more varied than in FIFA 19, which means
more responsive and skill-based gameplay. Rotation-based skills like nutmegs, nutmeg-like tackles,
waist-to-waist and chest-to-chest tackles, and more varied off-the-ball duels will make it even more
tactically challenging for players to get on the ball and create good scoring opportunities. FIFA 22 will
be available to download on PlayStation 4, Xbox One and PC. It will be available to all Premium
Edition and Ultimate Edition owners via the official clubs and leagues app as a free update, as well as
for purchase on PS4. This update will be available later in February across all platforms.using
System; using System.Collections.Generic; using System.Linq; using System.Text; namespace
AngleSharp.Dom.Collections { public class DropTarget : ICollection

Features Key:

World-class gameplay meets clean, intuitive, and inspiring presentations. FIFA 22 features 5
camera viewpoints, with goals shot from different angles. It gives the viewer a whole new
perspective of action. FIFA is also evolving from an all-or-nothing gameplay, to a once-and-
done experience. As a result, players now have multiple playing options to choose from for
quick gain of status. Rather than being instantly eliminated, players can be taken down
slowly to maintain gameplay atmosphere.
Smart Match Engine
Improvements have been made to AI behaviours, like wave-clear running and direction,
spacing, and aggression.
Player positioning, off-the-ball actions, dribbling, defensive ball watching, and recycling have
all been improved.
Improved balance between control and challenge in tackles and aerial duels.
For the first time, fully simulated 3D physics with real-life masses and harder collisions both
on and off the pitch. Players now dig into opponents on the touchline, and players can be
dazed in collisions, have cramps, or feel the effects of exhaustion.
Philosophy dictates a more open, wider, ball possession style of play has been introduced.
The new Yacht Gallop feature has been added, and dribbling has been improved to make it
more realistic when played with intelligence and physicality
AI also learns in game and is able to adapt their tactics accordingly.
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Dynamic Player Tweaks
New linguistic translation for English, French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Dutch,
Hungarian and Romanian languages (21 supported).
Player Traits now activated with realistic physicality feel.
Variations have been extended to cover the modern game-types and tactics and is now
available for Club Leagues, Friendlies, Retirements, and Medical.
Soccer IQ
AI Ratings can now assign actual ratings to various traits (Run, Jump and Tackle for instance).
New tactics and updated MFA system.
Updated Equipment System, allowing players to provide balance and customization to their
Teams.
Superhuman Speed and Confusion Powers technology
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